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So…Why Didn’t
the Skeleton
Cross the Road?
A Hallowe’en Event To Remember
This year at our annual Halloween party we featured an exciting new
scavenger hunt. The party goers all had a blast counting ghosts and finding
a doctor to get a required sticker; but one of the tasks was to answer this
riddle, “Why didn’t the skeleton cross the road?” The answer we were
looking for was – because he had no guts. Here are just a few of the very
creative answers we got:
Owen said: “Because he was too rattled”.
Josh said: “He was a scardy bones”.
Dante said: “To get to his house”.
Allison said: “He might get stepped on”.
Rachel said: “He was a lazy bones”.
Natalie said: “To get to the grave yard”.
Katie said: “There was a dog on the other side”.
Hannah said: “Cause he ran out of bones”.
All excellent answers! Well done everyone.
Be sure to check out our costume parade winners and all the other great
pictures from this fun filled evening. Thank you to all of our amazing
volunteers that contributed their time and efforts, without people like you
this event would not have been possible. A special thank you goes out to
our three judges for the festivities, Ken Parsons of the Parkwood Mennonite
Home, his daughter Elizabeth Parsons and our local celebrity Elizabeth
Witmer.
If there is anything you especially liked or disliked about the party please
let us know by email to Judy Sewell at specialevents@eastbridge.info.
Your thoughts, questions, concerns and of course compliments are always
appreciated.
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Message
from the Chair
T

hose of you who know me well
know that I’m a sentimental person;
never is this clearer than during
the holiday season. As a family we
have many things we do that have
grown into traditions for all of us,
very much missed if they can’t occur
or happen to change.
One of those is the Kitchener
Waterloo Santa Claus Parade
coming up; we missed it last year
and are happy to be attending this
year’s event. It’s snowing today
which brings out the excitement
of the coming weeks already and I
will dig out our beloved Santa hats
to wear to the parade. It seems to
kick off the season with the floats,
bands, collection of toys for needy
kids, letters to be handed to mail
carriers and of course seeing Santa
at the end. I love the festivity and
cheeriness that comes with it!
A few weeks later we will be
putting up the tree and taking
hours to decorate it and the house,
a task that really isn’t work as it’s
something all of us enjoy doing
together. Jeff gets it ready and I do
the lights, then the kids help put
the ornaments on, taking our time
and appreciating the special ones
we only see a short time each year.
Many of these are treasures to us,
carefully unwrapped and placed
in just the right spot. The most

special have meaning in one way
or another; the rocking horse with
“Baby’s First Christmas” on it that
we’d seen on our honeymoon in
Banff a few years earlier and Santa
managed to get it for us when we
were expecting Jessie; bright red
apples given to us as a gift from a
dear friend for our first tree; special
angels handmade by the girls when
they were little; mementos from
Disneyworld.

Too there are ornaments from
Rachel & Gyusz & Isti our special
friends from Mount Forest, a
tradition we began a few years ago
instead of gifts exchanged between
all of us we exchange an ornament
that is special to each other in one
way or another. We have much fun
deciding and picking each year!
Many years ago unbeknownst
to me Jeff began a tradition that

would span well over 20 years.
When we were dating, my family
was putting up the tree; he came
over to join us and brought a little
wrapped package for my Mom. It
was an ornament for the tree. He
continued to do that every single
year and Mom’s joked more than
once that hopefully someday she’ll
have enough to fill the entire tree
with “Jeff’s ornaments”! All these
years later there are indeed many of
them on the tree and each year he
goes on his own and chooses one
she’ll like, or find funny etc. That
he took the time and even thought
of this way back when touched me
and that he continues to look for the
“perfect” one still does today.
I’d like to welcome Claudia Dauria
to the ENA team; she’s joined in
the role of much needed Volunteer
Director. Thanks Claudia for
stepping up, already you’ve much
enthusiasm in the role! We are still
in need of a Fundraising Director,
if you are interested please contact
Claudia for more details. The ENA
team, along with providing great
events and volunteering year round
also has much fun doing so!
Our Hallowe’en Party was once
more a huge success. Judy did an
awesome job with this, her first
event as Special Events Director,
and her commitment and creativity

will make other events wonderful as
well for sure.
We’d like to give you the
opportunity to let us know what
you think, what events you like
or maybe don’t, what suggestions
you may have for the ENA. Gene
has worked very hard putting this
survey together and his efforts
are appreciated, as is your input.
Details are on page 7.
With the coming season, I wish
you many special moments and
memories made. As it generally
flies by I hope you have the chance
to enjoy each day and too, are able
to take some time to think about
the treasured people in your life
and what they mean to you. As
well, consider the gift of a special
tradition you may have or maybe
even create a new one. Each is
meaningful in its’ own way, and
appreciated by those touched by
them; as Jeff’s ornaments have been
to me and more especially, to my
Mom.

Cindy Watkin

Chairperson,
Eastbridge Neighbourhood Association

FI RE SAFETY

Waterloo Fire Rescue reminds us to

Keep Safe This
Holiday Season

visit us on
Facebook
Check out The Eastbridge Neighbourhood Association on Facebook
Become a fan

Waterloo Fire Rescue tends to see
an increase in fires this time of year
because people get distracted with
everything they need to do over the
holiday season. Fire safety does not
stop just because it’s the holiday
season, and we need to keep that in
mind when celebrating.

If you are allowing people to drink
in your home, drink responsibly
because excessive alcohol
consumption is a contributing factor
in many residential homes today.
If you choose to let people smoke
at your holiday party, we suggest
keeping it outside.

The leading cause of home fires is
unattended cooking. When you’re
cooking, you should to stay in the
kitchen. If you need to leave the
stove area for whatever reason,
make sure you turn the appliance
off. And, if you have a pot on the
stove, move it to another element. If
you ever have a pot with grease in
it that catches on fire, cover it with
a lid, turn off the switch to it, and
never try to put it out with water as
that will only make it worse.

Another thing to check on this
time of year is whether or not your
smoke detectors are working. It is
the law in the Province of Ontario to
make sure you have working smoke
alarms in every storey of your
home. Families should also come
up with a fire escape plan, with two
ways of getting out of the house just
in case.
Another factor this time of year is
real Christmas Trees. If they are not

properly cared for, they too can be
a fire hazard. When you purchase
your tree the first thing you want
to do is cut the bottom of the base
to help keep it fresh and allow it to
absorb water more easily. Once you
get it home, do not place it near
an exit or heating source. Also, do
not use candles on, or around the
tree. Finally, always check the water
level. Christmas trees in a home
environment tend to suck up a lot
of water, and if there’s not a lot of
water they dry up which increases
the potential for catching fire.
John Percy
Public Education Officer
Waterloo Fire Rescue
519-884-6030 ext. 3009
john.percy@waterloo.ca
Shaping Our Fire Safe Community

Stay up to date on current information, such as:
- Social Events
- Volunteering in the neighbourhood
- Updates on news impacting our area
Start a discussion
Like us

Volunteedrs
Neede
If you are interested in helping
with any Eastbridge events, please
email volunteers@eastbridge.info
Highschool students who need to
fulfill their community service hours,
can volunteer at ENA events.
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Eastbridge
Neighbourhood
Association
www.eastbridge.info
Chairperson
Cindy Watkin
519-883-4075
chairperson@eastbridge.info
Vice Chair
Gene DiMira
519-884-8975
vicechair@eastbridge.info

St Luke School Goes Green

FR E E!
Join us for our

St. Luke School is one of the largest elementary schools in Waterloo. This fall
the school celebrated the official opening of its new tree grove along with staff,
students, parents, sponsors and the community. A group of dedicated parent
volunteers spent the past year planning and raising funds for the project.
The new green area includes a grove of trees with a mulched floor and rock
seating. In addition, there are new trees and rock seating along the community
pathway that enters the schoolyard. A total of 18 trees and 26 rocks have
been installed for the first phase of the project, with 5-6 more trees yet to be
planted. These new areas will provide students and teachers with opportunities
for a multitude of activities, as well as some much needed shade.

Family
Skates

Secretary
Gene DiMira
519-884-8975
secretary@eastbridge.info

at RIM Park

Sunday, January 8, 2-3pm
Sunday, March 11, 12-2pm

Treasurer
Tania St. Denis
519-888-3311
treasurer@eastbridge.info
Special Events Director
Judy Sewell
519-746-8868
specialevents@eastbridge.info
Fundraising Director
This position is open! Email
chairperson@eastbridge.info
if you’re interested!
Volunteer Coordinator
Claudia Dauria
volunteers@eastbridge.info
Newsletter Editor
Mike Bernhardt
519-725-0993
newsletter@eastbridge.info
Advertising Director
Kathy DeWolfe
519-886-2079
ads@eastbridge.info
Childcare Registry
Julie George
519-998-5848
childcare@eastbridge.info
Environment Directors
Bob & Janice Shaw
519-886-9327
environment@eastbridge.info
Website Director
Dave Halapir
519-746-4936
website@eastbridge.info
Youth Advisor
This position is open! Email
chairperson@eastbridge.info
if you’re interested!

Don’t forget to bring a
food donation for the
Food Bank!

Get in the Spirit of
the Holiday Season!

Update on request
for zoning change for
Northfield & Bridge

The Eastbridge Neighbourhood Association is sponsoring our
seventh annual contest to award homes in Eastbridge with
the best exterior holiday decorations.
Our scouts will be out on patrol between December
19 and 22, so make sure you have your house lit
up on those nights! The winning homes will be
featured in the next issue of Eastbridge Insight.

H lida
Deco
oratiny
g
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Decem test
b
er 1922

Sunset
Community Garden
Slated to Launch
Spring 2012
Co-coordinators: Janice Shaw, Rachel Stojni, Amy Britten
• March to Fall, met with city Parks and Recreation people: Rhonda
Larsh, Mike Dykstra to establish partnership with “Partners and Parks
Program”
• Site chosen was “Haida Park” due to water supply on the premises
• City stripped the sod ,rototilled and built garden with the addition of 36
yards of garden mix delivered by Kuntz
• Meeting October 24th when garden plots were chosen and assigned
to community members drawn from a previous list of interested
Eastbridge residents
• Rules of behavior discussed and agreed upon for participating
members.
Stay tuned for future updates

Advisor
Kevin Misch
kevinmisch@eastbridge.info

In the March, 2011 issue of the
Eastbridge Newsletter we informed
you that a request for a zoning
change is being proposed for the
corner of Northfield and Bridge to
add a plaza with a supermarket. This
proposal is still under consideration
and a few changes have been
incorporated into the project based
on feedback from the community.
The developer is reviewing input
from the Region of Waterloo and
the ENA will keep in contact with
all parties and provide updates in
upcoming newsletters.

AGM Summary

The ENA Annual General Meeting
was held November 9 at Lester
Pearson PS. Elections were
held, position info are in the
boardmember list.
Councillor Diane Freeman spoke
about current news & issues,
and also had question & answer
period. Details are on page 4. She
commended the ENA on the year’s
successes and for the ongoing
positive collaboration the group
has with the City & Council. Cindy
gave general information from
throughout the year and thanked all
board members for their ongoing
dedication and efforts year round.

Advisor
Dana Bernhardt
519-725-0993
Advisor
Shelley Boettger
519-883-0403
Advisor
Mike Witmer
519-807-4510
mikewitmer@eastbridge.info

Winner of the 2011

Serving the K-W and surrounding areas for 15 years.
Eastbridge references available on request.

Roofs – Repairs – Fascia – Soffits – Troughs – Insulation
-Ice Damn Removal-

Call for a free estimate 519.267.1738
shingleguy@hotmail.com
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C I T Y U P D AT E

News from the Ward
As I am writing this update, the
snow has yet to blanket us and
officially declare the start of another
great Canadian Winter. There are
many winter activities to be a part
of, both in the City of Waterloo and
about the Region. By the time you
read this, the public square will
have officially opened for public
skating and the “Wonders of Winter”
lights will be ablaze in Waterloo
Park. Do plan on enjoying these
great public spaces over the winter
months.
Did you know that the City of
Waterloo supports many outdoor
neighbourhood rinks? To find the
location of these rinks and to view
scheduled activities around the City
please see the City Website at www.
waterloo.ca.
Plans continue to be developed
related to the Manulife Classic
LPGA Tour June 18-24, 2012 at the
Grey Silo Golf Club. I will provide a
further update on this in the spring.
Environmental Assessment (EA) for
Road Works
I am sorry to report that I have
received no information related
to Northfield Drive. The Region is
undertaking a purchasing process
for the hiring of a consultant to
undertake the work. They were
supposed to be hired before the
end of summer. As of the time
of writing this column I have
not received confirmation that a
consultant to undertake the EA
has been retained. I am the City
representative on the Regional EA

By: Diane Freeman, Councillor

team and will continue to advocate
that Northfield Drive needs an
immediate, temporary solution
between Whistler and University
Avenue that may include the
paving of the gravel shoulders to
facilitate the safer use of the road
by both automobiles and cyclists..
Millennium Boulevard
You may have noticed that
Millennium Boulevard has
been extended and that there
is a restriction on the left turn
movement onto the Township of
Woolwich road leading over the old
iron bridge near Conestogo. I did
my best to communicate this lane
restriction in a previous message
as well as through engineering
drawings at the family skate this
past January. This restriction was
placed on the Road by the Township
of Woolwich as they are working
hard to limit traffic over the Bridge
in an effort to extend the life of the
Bridge. No Regional tax dollars are
used to operate or maintain the
Bridge and the Township made the
left turn restriction a condition of
the new subdivision approval.
Taxes
Taxes are often a source of
conversation, frustration and
confusion. I thought I would do my
best to provide a bit of information
on this. As of late some media
headlines have outlined that the
City of Waterloo pays the highest
taxes. I would like you to know
that the tax rate per $1,000 of
house value is the lowest in the
Region of Waterloo. How is this

We protect you when
you’re on the road.
What about when you’re not?
Call me and I’ll help you get the right life insurance
for you and your family.

Jeffery A Watkin, Agent
151 Frobisher Drive
Waterloo, ON N2V 2C9
Bus: 519-886-4470
jeff.watkin.icjk@statefarm.com

LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOUR,
STATE FARM IS THERE.®
statefarm.ca ®
P062042CN 12/06

State Farm International Life Insurance Company Ltd. - Aurora, Ontario

possible? It is possible because
a $250,000 home in the City of
Waterloo is typically smaller than
a $250,000 home in other parts of
the Region. The media articles are
based on a typical “housing stock”
so they are comparing say a 3
bedroom, single car garage, family
room, 2+ baths among the various
municipalities. This typical home
may cost $250,000 in Cambridge;
$260,000 in Kitchener and
$270,000 in Waterloo. Because
the taxes are based on the assessed
value of the home, the home owner
in Waterloo pays higher taxes for
the same house because real estate
values are higher in Waterloo. But
in fact the tax rate per $1,000
in Waterloo is the lowest in the
Region. The following table
shows the taxes paid in Waterloo,
Kitchener, and Cambridge for
houses with the same assessed
value, as shown in the table below.
Since I started on Council with the
City of Waterloo in 2006, the tax
rate increases have been some
of the lowest in Waterloo Region.
Further, I can assure you, that for
every percentage increase an equal
percentage increase in savings has
been achieved through cost cutting,
efficiency and change in business.

Year
		
2008
2009
2010
2011

No one wants to pay higher taxes.
Taxes from all levels of Government
are on the rise. If tax increases do
not keep pace with inflation, then
service cuts become necessary. I
will continue to work hard on your
behalf to ensure that managing
our expenditures at the City level is
given the highest priority.
Best Wishes to all of you for a
wonderful holiday season and a
healthy and prosperous New Year!
We celebrate Christmas in our
household and look forward to the
fresh pine scent of our Christmas
tree combined with the smell of
fresh baked pumpkin pie and roast
turkey. Of course Christmas also
marked the time of the Waterloo
Minor Hockey Fun Festival Ice
Hockey Tournament so you can
also find me at RIM park for much
of the last week in December.
The Mayor and Council New Year’s
Levee will be held on Sunday
January 8th from 11:30 am – 2 pm
at the Forbes Room at RIM park.
This free family event will include:
public skating, food, face-painting
and entertainment. Be sure to mark
your calendars and plan to attend.
Should you have any questions or
concerns please feel free to contact
me at Diane.Freeman@waterloo.ca.

Waterloo
(Annual Rate)

Kitchener
(Annual Rate)

Cambridge
(Annual Rate)

Ave. Residential
Property Value

$873.94
$906.16
$932.00
$1,007.39

$920.81
$964.65
$998.12
$1,041.78

$940.01
$970.25
$1,006.25
Not Available

$203,000
$214,000
$225,000
$254,000
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H E A LT H & F I T N E S S

A Healthy Action
Plan for 2012
It’s that time of year again, when
people start making New Year’s
Resolutions but did you know
that more than half of those who
make New Year’s resolutions end
up breaking them. According to
a study by University of Scranton
psychology professor John C.
Norcross, Ph.D., most people fail to
keep their resolutions because they
come up with a goal but neglect
an action plan. The key to sticking
to a resolution is to set realistic,
specific and attainable goals and
then put them into action. Instead
of one large vague idea like, “getting
healthier or losing weight”, you
will have more success if you set a
number of smaller, more achievable
healthy lifestyle resolutions which
will lead to your goal of getting
healthier and losing weight. Even
small changes can have an impact.
Here are a number of realistic,
specific and attainable healthy
lifestyle resolutions for the New Year
which can have a positive impact on
your health in 2012.
RESOLUTION: Eat Breakfast Every
Morning
In statistics compiled by The
Canadian Council of Food &
Nutrition, less than two thirds of
Canadians eat breakfast daily.
While you sleep, your body is on a
fast. This means there is no fuel
in your gas tank when you wake
up. Your body needs calories in the
morning to get the engine going.
Blood sugar that drops after long
periods of not eating can contribute
to overeating at night, so balancing
intake throughout the day is
important to keep your metabolism
and energy levels up. Missing
breakfast can also reduce memory
and concentration which can affect
your productivity levels. Aim to
eat between 150 – 300 calories in
the morning of foods such as fruit,
whole grains and lean protein.
RESOLUTON: Stop Late Night Snacking
Regularly eating at dark initiates a
vicious cycle. If you go to sleep full,
you wake up fuller than you might
have been otherwise. In response,
you skip breakfast, which drives you
to eat more later in the day. Weight
loss, gain, or maintenance is based
on total calories consumed per day
vs. the amount of energy burned.
Therefore, late-night snacking
is a bad habit simply because
it increases total calorie intake
because a calorie is a calorie no
matter when it is consumed. Eating
heavy meals right before sleeping
is also likely to cause digestive
discomfort and a poor night’s sleep,
which further ignites the cycle.

RESOLUTION: Get One Extra Hour of
Sleep Every Night
According to a study done by
the Department of Neurology at
Northwestern University in Chicago,
the less you sleep the more likely
you will battle with your weight.
Those who go to bed later tend to
consume more calories after 8:00
PM leading to an overall higher
daily caloric intake. When we don’t
get enough sleep our stomach
secretes more of the hormone
(ghrelin) that stimulates appetite
and less of the hormone (leptin)
whose function is to tell your brain
when you are full. In the National
Health & Nutrition Examination
Survey participants who slept on
average 5 hours a night were 73%
more likely than those getting 7-9
hours of sleep a night to be obese.
If just one extra hour of sleep per
night can lead to better weight
management isn’t that enough of a
reason to turn off the television one
hour earlier?
RESOLUTION: Exercise Every Day
Our bodies were made to move and
action is fundamental to our wellbeing. Everybody knows about the
feel-good endorphins released by
the brain during physical exercise
but did you know that exercise also
stimulates the immune system,
increases muscular strength and
flexibility. Being active boosts highdensity lipoprotein (HDL), or “good,”
cholesterol and decreases unhealthy
triglycerides. This combination
keeps your blood flowing smoothly,
which decreases your risk of
cardiovascular diseases. To achieve
health benefits, Canadian Physical
Activity Guidelines recommend
adults aged 18-64 years accumulate
at least 150 minutes of moderate
- to vigorous physical activity per
week. Moderate activity makes
you break into a sweat. Vigorous
activity makes it tough to carry on
a conversation and maintain your
activity. Remember to check with
your doctor before starting a new
exercise program.
Remember the key to sticking to a
resolution is to set realistic, specific
and attainable goals and then
put them into action. In 2012 I
encourage you to make a plan and
put into action some or all of these
resolutions which can have dramatic
and lasting health benefits in 2012
and beyond. Happy New Year!
By Dale Bellaire, CPTN-CPT
Dale is Athletics Manager at the KW
Skating Club and The Athletic Centre
at RIM Park in Waterloo.

Candle
Safety
Candles Set a Wonderful Mood - But Be Sure to Keep Your Family and Home
Safe By Using Caution When Burning Candles
Candles provide great ambiance
in our homes and in our quest to
reduce stress, more and more people
use candles to set a mood. The
flickering glow provides a warmth
that looks serene and feels relaxing,
so it’s no surprise that candle use has
increased over the years. However, a
candle often becomes the source of
a devastating fire with December and
January having the highest number of
home candle fires.

• Do not place candles in windows, as
blinds and curtains can ignite

According to statistics, the most
common causes of home candle
fires are: leaving candles unattended,
falling asleep while a candle is lit,
using candles for light, candles located
too close to burnable objects, and
candles knocked over by children/
pets/sudden drafts. While enjoying
candles, be sure to minimize your risk.
Here are some important safety tips
for keeping safe:

• Keep the wick short (trim to 1/4”),
and don’t let a candle burn down to
the bottom.

• Extinguish all candles before leaving
the room or going to sleep
• Be wary of using novelty candles as
they may have flammable paint or
embedded materials, and be in a
container which may break or burn
• Keep candles away from things
that catch fire (ie: paper, curtains,
plants, Christmas trees, decorations,
furniture)
• Use candle holders that are sturdy,
won’t catch fire, and will catch
dripping wax

• Keep candles on a sturdy
uncluttered surface where children
and pets cannot knock them over or
touch them
• Never leave children or pets alone in
a room with a burning candle
• Don’t allow children (even the older
ones) to burn a candle in their room.
A forgotten candle or an accident is
all it takes to start a fire

• In a power outage, be aware of the
potential fire hazards which you
can’t see easily in the dark
• Keep flames away from flammable
liquids, such as when filling camp
fuel heaters or lanterns
• Consider purchasing battery
operated candles which have no
flame, but can look very real
Protect yourself, your family, and your
home by using candles safely and
with caution.
With a watchful eye, you and your
family can safely enjoy the ambiance
that they create!
Cathie Wesseling,
Sales Representative
Coldwell Banker Peter Benninger Realty
Phone: 519-574-6867
Email: cwesseling@coldwellbankerpbr.com

Winter Skating Programs
9 week Programs for ages 2-15
begin January 7, 2012
Waterloo locations include RIM Park & Albert McCormick
Online registration open until December 29th
For more information call 519-886-5972 x 229

www.kwsc.org
All programs are taught by Nationally Certified Skate Canada Professional Skating Coaches
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Envirotips
By: Janice & Bob Shaw, Environment Directors,
Eastbridge Neighbourhood Association

As the holiday and winter season approaches there are number of issues to
think about; our pets, how we take care of ourselves and others during the
holiday season, and an update on the Garden (see page 3).

Computer
CornerLocal Figure Skaters
We tend to think of the environment as something outside of ourselves, when
we are an integral cog in the whole system. Everything we do positive or
negative affects not only others and things, but how we feel about ourselves.
The bottom line is how would we like people to treat us and use that as your
go to. In our hearts we know what is right, and in the end we feel better
about ourselves, even if we have to push to do it.
Here are some examples for consideration:

• Some people playfully dress their animal with colourful scarves. This is fun
but should only be done if you are with the animal. I heard word of a dog
in a backyard, which jumped up and his scarf caught on the fence. Luckily
the owner came out soon enough to save their pet
• When using your car make sure windows are frost and snow free before
heading out. (New wipers are a good investment as rubber hardens)

• If your car slides off the road you can use your car mats for traction. Be sure
to have helpers stand clear.
• Even if you are in a hurry give the car ahead plenty of space. It might not be
your fault but you need to avoid.
• When buying gifts, avoid the waste of “token” gifts. Make sure it is a gift
worthy of giving, and one you would like to receive. It doesn’t have to be
big or expensive
• In the stores, surprise people by your courtesy
• At family functions offer to help with preparation, or cleanup (and mean it)
• Take turns with heavy loads of dishwashing (for the same meal). You can
chat as you work
• Safety check with candles. Be sure that if they do burn down, they will do so
on nothing flammable. (try to get beeswax candles to avoid carcinogens)
• Best of all give plenty of hugs and have a Merry Christmas and Happy
holiday Season.
Best wishes for 2012

Join the Masses!

Weekend Holy Masses: Saturday: 5:00 p.m.
Sunday: 9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Family Christmas Eve Mass: December 24th 6:00 p.m.
Christmas Eve Mass: 11:00 p.m.

Your Neighbourhood Parish:
St. Agnes Catholic Church 75 Bluevale St. N. Waterloo
www.saintagnescatholicchurch.org 519-885-4480
Serving District Schools:

St. David Secondary School * St. Luke * St. Matthew * St. Agnes

Kirsten Moore-Towers & Dylan Moscovitch at the recent K-W Art of Fitness Open House here in the
neighbourhood. They demonstrated some of their unique training moves with Personal Trainer/Founder
Stephanie Hanstke and signed autographs for those present.

are National Champs
by Cindy Watkin, Chairperson, ENA

Kirsten Moore- Towers and Dylan
Moscovitch are the reigning National
Pair Figure Skating Champions who live
in Waterloo and train at RIM Park. In
October they won the bronze medal at
Skate America, narrowly missing the
silver by just over one point, and at the
Cup of China they received another
bronze medal. On the world stage they
are currently ranked 8th.
The competition at these International
events is fierce however these two are
fierce competitors. Their dedication,
skill, creativity and drive will continue
to allow them to compete at this level
successfully while chasing their dreams
on the ice.
Kirsten and Dylan are part of the team
coached by former National Champions
and Olympians Kristy Sargeant-Wirtz
and Kris Wirtz and a number of their
team mates also won medals this
year at various competitions; quite an
accomplishment for the skaters and
also for Kris & Kristy. It has been an
extraordinary year for the team who
are part of the Kitchener Waterloo
Skating Club, on the ice at the Carolyn
Fedy Skating Centre and training at the
Athletic Centre on a daily basis.
Much off-ice training is also required for
Kirsten and Dylan, be it at spin class,
intense fitness & weight training at the
AC, Pilates both in class and with their
trainer, ballet and sports psychology
sessions. They estimate their training

time each week to total 32+ hours, and
it is clearly assisting them from the level
of achievement they’ve reached so far.
Both Kirsten and Dylan work very
effectively together, listening to their
coaches, instructors & choreographer
Mark Pillay to continually better their
short and free programs every time
they compete and implementing the
suggestions right away back on the
ice in practice. The intricate footwork,
spectacular lifts, combination spins and
throws have been steadily improving
since they began skating together
in 2009 and winning the National
Championship title earlier this year by
over 16 points was a tremendous feat for
these two.
I’ve had the pleasure of seeing Kirsten &
and Dylan train pretty much daily on the
ice since they began skating as a team
and as well in competition, and can say
their performances are both entertaining
& most inspiring to watch. Their current
short program is to the music Borsalino
by Claude Bolling and it is a fast paced
performance filled with much intricate
footwork and is rather jazzy, suiting
their personalities very well. The free
performance has music from the Henry V
soundtrack by Patrick Doyle and is much
more dramatic with many elements
that are difficult and must be completed
to perfection, including a star lift very
near the end with difficult entrance that
Dylan executes from his knee on the ice
while Kirsten is lifted over his head, arm
extended. This move that is unique to
them alone and shows the creativity and
too, the strength they each possess.
Figure skating, I’ve come to realize, is one
tough sport. Kirsten flies through the air
high and far, rotating all the while when
thrown, and their side by side spins are
fast and sometimes very close adding to
the anxiety for those watching. There is
no anxiety for these two however; figure
skating is what they do, it is evident in
the passion for the sport each has and
the respect & genuine friendship for each
other that shines every day and in every
performance. As a team I believe they
will go far; I’d like to wish them all the
best at the 2012 Nationals in January,
and in the future too, I hope all of their
dreams come true!
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Christmas
Crossword

Eastbridge Neighbourhood
Association Survey

Make all the words fit into this crossword.
Each word is used only once.
We need your feedback and are providing survey prizes to award a neighbour!
Survey Prizes: 1st prize = $50 gift card 2 x 2nd prizes = $25 gift card
Prizes drawn at end of First Skate on January 8, winner will be notified

Communication
l Does your family read the Eastbridge Insight quarterly newsletter?
r Yes:

r Every issue

r Someone else in family does

r No:

r Not interested
r Do not recall receiving
		
l How you hear about community events?
r Neighbourhood curb signs

r www.eastbridge.info

r ENA Facebook site

r City site www.waterloo.ca

r The Record

r Waterloo Chronicle

r Other___________________

Events
l What is your perspective of these events that the Eastbridge Neighbourhood

Association has organized in the past or is planning on organizing?
Hallowe’en

r Great idea

r Indifferent

r Never attended

Tree Lighting

r Great idea r Indifferent

r Never attended

Family skates at RIM Park (2)

r Great idea r Indifferent

r Never attended

Easter Egg Hunt

r Great idea r Indifferent

r Never attended

Community cleanup day

r Great idea r Indifferent

r Never attended

Family Fun Day & Silent Auction r Great idea r Indifferent

r Never attended

Garage Sale - June

r Never participated

r Great idea

r Indifferent

r Don’t like them
Garage Sale - Sept (Considered) r Great idea r Indifferent

r One is enough

l Are there other events the community would enjoy and you could help organize?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Projects in progress and under review
l An Eastbridge community garden is in progress to be set up at Haida Park. More

information is in the ENA newsletter.		
r Interested in a plot in the future
r Great idea, but not for our family
r Indifferent
r Other:__________________________
l Eastbridge parks review & adding outdoor fitness equipment: Do you think the ENA

Are you looking for a
unique and creative gift
for a child aged 3-7?

’s
Deb’s

T

should work with the City to accommodate the addition of outdoor fitness equipment for

©

our future shift of kids to a teen/older adult demographic?
Please check all that apply.
r Yes r My family would use equipment

r No

r Need for teens/adults/seniors		
r If done by fundraising (no taxes)		

r Concerned about vandalism
r Have gym membership already
r My family would not use it

r Only if a shelter is provided to
allow for a longer season of use

By: Deb Loyd

“I'm an Eastbridge resident and thrilled to
share my storytelling CD with you!”
For more information please visit:
www.storytimewithdeb.com
or contact: deb@debloyd.com

Contact Information
Please provide the following contact information to be eligible for the draw:
Name:________________________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________

COME JOIN OUR PARKWOOD COMMUNITY!
Parkwood Mennonite Home Inc,
a non-profit corporation supported by 27 Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ Churches, has provided compassionate care to seniors
in the northern part of Waterloo for over 40 years.
Parkwood Suites Retirement Residence is currently
seeking the following position/shift:

Email:________________________________________________________________
Please advise if you’d like to be a member of the following email distributions:
r Event reminders

r Volunteering opportunities (no obligation)

Survey details, information usage and draw rules.
One draw entry will be allowed per Eastbridge household.(as per ENA definition)
Survey responses will be kept in aggregate for ENA planning purposes. If none
of the email lists are selected, your personal information will be destroyed within
90 days after the draw. Non-Eastbridge residents are welcome to events however
will not be eligible for draw.
Email secretary@eastbridge.info to complete this survey electronically

“Original Audio Stories
to Nurture a Child's Imagination!”




Suite Attendant

Saturdays and Sundays 7a.m. – 10 a.m.
Duties include bed making, linen
changes, breakfast dining room service

If you are an energetic, detail-oriented individual with
experience serving others, please apply to:
Parkwood Suites
Attn.: Mandy Lee
Retirement Community Director
Email: mlee@parkwoodmh.com
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By: Dr. Derek Tomson, Eastbridge Dental Care

H E A LT H & F I T N E S S

Dental Implants
The world of dentistry is undergoing
an incredibly fascinating
transformation as technologic
advances lead to new ideas, easier
treatments, and most importantly,
better results. However, as the
amount of information available to
us increases, in some cases, so too
can the confusion for the patient.
With the plethora of material that
can be found online it is easy to
become overwhelmed with the
variety of treatment options and the
pros and cons of each. One of the
best examples of this is a dental
implant.
While dental implants are often
thought of as a new form of
treatment, their history can actually
be traced back over 1300 years
to the ancient Mayan civilizations.
The more modern type used today
got its start in the 1950’s when a
Swedish orthopaedic surgeon found

success using titanium. Since then
billions of dollars of research has
been done to find the ideal way to
successfully integrate implants to
restore the natural look and feel of
millions of smiles around the globe.
So what is a dental implant and
what are its advantages? The
easiest way to conceptualize an
implant is in two parts – the actual
implant represents the “root” of
the tooth which supports the
“crown”, or the part of the tooth
seen in the mouth. The implant,
most commonly made of titanium,
provides a stable and secure
foundation on which your dentist
can choose a variety of options that
best suit your individual needs.
For people missing a single tooth, an
implant can replace the space with
a tooth that looks and feels like a
natural tooth without damaging the

teeth on either side, as is required
for a bridge, and with no parts that
need to be taken out after eating
and at night, as is required with a
partial denture. While every case is
unique to that individual, implants
have been shown to have longer
average life spans than crowns
and bridges. Replacing these gaps
reduces movement of the teeth and
helps prevent bone loss which can
contribute to the look of pre-mature
aging. Rebuilding your smile with
dental implants can have a great
impact on your ability to eat, selfesteem, and general overall health.
For those patients with complete
dentures, dental implants offer the
chance to significantly improve the
fit and the retention of the dentures.
The annoying rocking and tipping,
the embarrassing slipping can all be
eradicated with the use of dental
implants. Acting in a similar fashion

to anchors, the implants can lock
the denture in place throughout the
day, including mealtime, while still
allowing for ease of maintenance
and care. Implants have been
shown to dramatically increase
quality of life and satisfaction of
denture wearers all over the world.
Dental implants are a well-studied
option with proven long term
success for fulfilling a large number
of your dental needs. They are
often the best option to get your
smile back to its natural look while
offering the benefit of protecting
your own teeth. Your smile is often
one of the first things that people
notice about you. If missing teeth,
damaged teeth, or dentures are
preventing you from looking and
feeling your best than consult your
dentist to see if implants are right
for you.

Connections
NEWSLETTER DELIVERERS needed
for South Haven Dr (32 homes)

Craft Corner

IMPORTANT REMINDER

Please be remember to lock
the doors of your cars in your
driveways and report any cases of
graffiti to Waterloo Regional Police.

Did
You
Know
Graffiti Lookout

If you spot any graffiti in
the neighbourhood, please
contact Kevin with the
location
of the
offense
at: from your Neighbourhood Association
Information
for the residents
of Eastbridge
kevinmisch@eastbridge.info

Eastbridge
Envirotips

Computer
Corner
Eastbridge

Eastbridge Insight is published quarterly in
March, June, September and December and
is distributed by volunteers to over 2,100
homes in the Eastbridge community.
We welcome and encourage letters to
the editor and articles from Eastbridge
residents. To submit an article or letter,
please email your submissions to newsletter@eastbridge.info. The deadline
for submissions is one month prior to
publishing (February 1, May 1, August 1
and November 1). Submissions may be
edited for length or other purposes.
For advertising rates and information, visit
our website at www.eastbridge.info or
email Kathy DeWolfe at ads@eastbridge.info.
The Eastbridge Neighbourhood Association,
its respective servants, agents or employees
makes no representations or warranties
concerning any person/business listed in
this Newsletter and it is the person(s) and/
or families responsibility (NOT Eastbridge
Neighbourhood Association’s) to interview,
obtain references, and satisfy themselves
prior to hiring or otherwise retaining a
person/business/service listed in this
newsletter.

There’s a plan to support your
life style in a time of critical illness.
Critical Assist helps ease the financial impact of a life-altering condition. Give us a call
and give yourself peace of mind, knowing your family’s way of life is protected. Call us today!

Home

Auto

Investments

Group

Business

SARAH BROWN, Sales Representative
Friends, Neighbours and Past Clients,
I have returned to RE/MAX Twin City, the leading Brokerage in the KW
Area and am looking forward to assisting you with your Real Estate
Needs.
Call me today for your FREE Home Evaluation or to find out about my
hassle free listing package!

Eastbridge Neighbourhood Association
721 Grand Banks Drive
Waterloo ON N2K 4M2
Newsletter advertising:
ads@eastbridge.info
Newsletter content:
newsletter@eastbridge.info
www.eastbridge.info

Life

T:

519.885.0200

83 ERB STREET W., WATERLOO ON N2L 6C2

Twin City Realty Inc., Brokerage
Independently Owned & Operated

F: 519.885.4914
E: info@sarahbrown.biz
W: www.sarahbrown.biz

Jeff Lyle, CIP
Agent
370 Eastbridge Blvd. Unit 2,
Waterloo, ON N2K 4P1
Tel: (519) 746-5564
jeff_lyle@cooperators.ca

Farm

Travel

